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2011—— urbanization rate  51.3%，Hukou population 34.7%

2017—— urbanization rate  58.5%，Hukou population 42.4%

Hukou is the residence permit（register） system  in China, which divide total 
population into “urban” and “rural” categories in order to regulate the movement of 
labor. Rural farmers were thus effectively  bound to their village and rural identities.

Changes of China`s urbanization rate since 1949 
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800 million farmers

800 million citizens

How to change 800 millin farmers to citizens is the biggest challenges in China in 

the 21th century.

Rural population are encouraged to relocated in medium and small cities and 

towns to become Hukou holder citizens, while big cities still hold strict controls 

over migrants. 

land urbanization people`s urbanization 



Where the 16%-17% no-Hukou urban workers to go ？



urban villages in city  







villages in Guangzhou



Shipai village, Guangzhou



Shipai village, Guangzhou



villages in Amoy
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dark and dirty alley

bundles of buzzing electrical wires                       village?  slum?

dilapidated building



The evolution of urban village: rural village, industrial village, urban 

village, urban community

1949-1978 rural village  The most of villages existed as small but agricultural 

settlements as lineage villages. Usually villagers share a common ancestor and 

village ancestral halls.

The urban-rural dualism（Hukou system） has caused striking difference 

between village and city politically and economically,  farmers were prohibited to 

migrate  to city.

1978-2000 industrial village  China`s explosive growth led a large surplus rural 

population to rush to cities for jobs. Meanwhile, the separation between the land 

ownership—only state，and land rights—which could be bought and sold，

started in 1988, as part of the state`s drive towards industrialization, the city 

expended around the villages and appropriated the agricultural land  into 

industrial or infrastructure areas, farmers become workers in the factory. 



2000- 2017urban village  Instead of industrial uses, some villages especially in 

the certral area were demolished passively to allow higher-value land use, tabula 

rasa residengtial and commercial development which is the only model 

everywhere，but forcibly relocating villages often produced confrontation and 

violent resistance .  

Other villages reserved  as a service economy to provide low-cost housing 

and a full range of shops and services to migrants. Even their positive values are 

recognized,  they are still on the brink of destruction, if  there is enough capital  

city government will clear it out as slums.

2017- urban community   Villages should have the capacity to serve 

diverse populations through upgrading and renovation, and become decent 

places that offer affordable,vibrant, and mixed-use environments. 



• Is there any alternative to village demolition? Total demolition is 
problematic because of the lack of proper substitutes.

• How can the regeneration of urban villages continue to act as a 
sustainable and economically viable form of social and 
environmental continuity?

• Are there any alternatives such as preservation, renovation, 
rehabilitation, adaptive reuse, partial demolition and 
redevelopment  for village continuity in the future?



urban village as a symbol of informal urbanization

Spatiallyfalling 

• Villages as informal settlements evolve without prescribed planning, design, 
or legal guidelines due to the urban-rural dualism.

• uniqueness, the fine-grain urban fabric, a dense spatial configuration, 
labyrinths of narrow lanes, compacted and mix-use, human-scale and self-
build, spontaneity and full of informality.

• There are also many problems: “kissing buildings”, poor sanitation and 
infrastructure conditions, illegal activities, etc.

Politically and Economically

• The combination of rights and restrictions has provided villages with a 
degree of economic and political autonomy not shared by urban residents.

• Village use the system of rural collective to manage its common property and 
land to generate rent for living, farmers play a new role as landlord in the 
process of urbanization. 

Socially

• Villages have lost their social homogeneity as outside immigrants move into 
and usually the new comers outnumber the villagers themselves.



farmers who lost their land can get the 3 compensations :

a house site （about 100 ㎡ ）
montary compensation

reserved construction land （10%, or 15㎡/person）

Zhengban village, Amoy



New development plots on the reserved construction land usually located on 

ther village`s perimeter can be integrated with the surrounding commercial 

developments and such integration can generate income to pay for renovation of 

the inner areas of the village.



ancestral halls in a village 



Zengcuoan village, Amoy
A formal fishing village with an area of about 6.5 square kilometers

located in southeastern Xiamen Island，presents the most  successful 

transformation story in Amoy of  bottom-up regeneration. The vernacular village 

fabric and old houses have been preserved while sanitation infrastructure and 

paving have been upgraded. The area has been revitalized with upscale art 

galleries, retail stores, entertainment facilities for tourists and new cultural creative 

industry, yet most of the original residents have remained in the village. 







rethinking the urban village 

• Urbanization  often associated with the non-city concept in China. 
Urban villages will not disappeared and  should be co-exist and co-
evolution with cities. 

• Urban villages have almost all the elements—mixed-use，pedestrian 
friendliness, human-scale, compact, etc.— that make up a good city. 
They can become a more active agents and provide a innovative 
approaches to the futural urbanization process.

Taiji-diagram of village and city  


